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UNITED  ,  T,  T S DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
OFFICE OF HEARINGS APPWkLS

710LOCUST STREET,  FEDERAL B ILDI G
KNOXVILLE,   TENNESSEE 37902

MARGARET GREENE,  et al.
Appellants,

V. Docket No.
Indian 3 - I

BRUCE BABBITT,   et al.,    
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT OF '  PATRICA SIMMONS

1.    I am a  'tribal Relations Specialist in the Branch of

Tribal Relations,   Division of Tribal Government Services,

office of Tribal Services,   Bureau of Indian Affairs,

Washington,   D.C.

2,    I have served in any capacity as a specialist since 1966.

3.    one of my assigned duties has been to  ;compile a lit of

tribes with which the Bureau has dealings.

4.    During the 1970'    and 1980's  'I prepared the list on a

nearly annual basis.    In recent years I have prepared it leas

frequently.
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S.    The tribes on my list have commonly been grouped

according to the nature of their form of governm i.e.,

a those with a traditional form of govenment  'without written

governing document, those with a written governing

document or documents approve by the Secretary under his

geheral authority over Indian Affairs,  and 3)   those with a

itten'  governing document approved b the Secretary pursuant

to Federal statute.

The lists were initially 'prepared;  by my mak:i-ng a,list of

the names of the tribes in our files and distributing them to

r Area offices and others for comments and revisions.

7.    Initially,  my lists included the names of tribes which

were recognized only for limited purposes,   such as pursuing

Indian claims.

S.    1 am preparedd ter testify ' about the lists Z prepared and

the lists of trees prepared, by ethers with which I am

familiar.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct.

AFFIDAV'IT OF

PATRICA SIMMONS
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Executed on

Patricia Simmons

AFFIDAVIT OF

PATRICA SIMMONS
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1,   Scott Xeep,  certify that on August 199-4,   T faxed a

copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF PATRICIA SIMMONS to

Russel Lawrence Barah,   Ra  .
kachapel Pa,  chal ,   Esq. 206-291-9431

arish Indian Tribe'
2764 Dundee Place
Anacortes,   KA 98221

And that,  on!August 1954,   1 maileda true d correct

copy of the same to

Russel Lawrence Sarah,   Bach. Mitch R.  Dailey,  Esq.
P.O.  Box 68202

ac e1.  Paschal.,   Esq., Seattle,  WA 98168
Samish Indian Tribe
2704 Dundee Place Richard Dauphinais,   Esq.

Native American,  Rights Fund,
cartes,   WA 98221 1712 N Street,   N.W.

ashington D.C.    20036

Allan E.  Olson,   Esq.
Jam Weber,  Esq. Herbert M.   Whitish,   Chairman
Tribal Attorneys Shoalwater Bay Indian.  Tr
Swinomish Indian Tribal Old Tokeland Road

com,unit Ho,  130
P.O.   BOX 817 T6keland,  KA 98590
950 Moorage Way
LaCon A 98257 Mary Gabrielle Spragu Esq.

Arnold  &  Porter
James H.  Jones,  Jr.,   Esq, 1200 New Hampshire Ave.,
Bell,  &  Ingrain,   P.S. N.W.
P.O.  Sox 1769 Washington,  D.C.    20036
Everett,  WA 98206

snoqualmie Indian Tribe
c/o Andy de Los Angeles
P.O.  Box 290

3946 Tolt Avenue

Carnation,   W.   98014

Scott Keep
Assistant Solicitor
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I SITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF HBARINGS AND APPEALS

3 FEDERAL BUILDING3,  SUITE 116

4 710 LOCUST STREET

KNOXVILLE,   TN 37902

6 MARGARET GREENE,  et a .,

7 Appellants,

a vs. Case No

BRUCE BABE et al. Indian 93

0 Defend

1.

12 Proceedings He before
13 David Torbett,  Administrative,  Law Judge

14 on August 23,   1994

VOLUME

41DOWN, 6 1200 Sixth Avenue,   21st Floor

17 Seattle,  Washington

19 APPEARANCES

0 For the Appellant: MR.  SCOTT KEEP

1-

For the Defendan MR.  RUSSELL BARSH

3;

24 Reported by

25 MARCIA L.  FE LL,  C  'F

0345

1 R

Let's Q back an the record.

3 PATRICIA I OHS,    witness herein,  hawing been duly sworn,

C
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4 was examined and testif as follows:

J:    Have a seat.

DIRECT EXAMINATIO

7 BY MR.   KEEP:

8 Q.    Ms.   Simmons,  would you stave your full name and

current work address for the record,  please?

0 A.    My name is Patricia S S I H M O N S,   I work for

the Branch of Tribal Relations for the Bureau of Indian

2 Affairs,   1849 C Street Northwest,  Washington,  D.C.,  ;20240.

13 How long have you worked for the Bureau ! of Indian

14 Affairs?

is A.    Approximately 30 years.

16 Q.    And have you always been working in your current job

7 A.    In my current  --  I've worked for the Division of

IS Tribal Government,  which has the Bran of Tribal Relations,

f'     9 Branch of Acknowledgement.    T worked in several.  branches

0 within tha division.

1 R.    In connection with your duties in the Bran of Tribal

Relations,  would you describe what your duties are'

23 A.    My primary duties are working with Indian tribes in

4 developing constitutional forms of government,   reviewing those

25 constitutions .ions fog:  the secretary,   technical reasons,   approving

034

1 those constitutions,  providing technical assistance ' to the

2 tribes in these areas.

3 Q.    in connection with your duties in the branch,   have you

4 ever prepared a list of tribes that the United States deals
with?

A .    Yes,   I have.

7 Q.    And would,you describe,  the first time,   to the best of
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a your recollection,  when it was you first prepared such a list,

d under what circumstances?

10 A.    In the raid -601s,   as a result of frequent calls to our
11 branch to define or respond to what types of organizations

12 different Indian tribes had,   l was instructed to prepare a

13 list of tribal organizations of those Indian groups with whom

14 we had dealings.    In other wards,   if they had a constitution,

15 what was the type or form of government that each had.    It was

1:6 designed primarily to facilitate our own purposes to respond
17 to these calls more quickly,   rather than gyring to stop and do

18 research on each call.    The list was a preliminary fist,   and

19 each entry was based on a review of the files at the branch.

When you say the Dist was a preliminary list,   was that

I the first one you prepared,   or what  -®  in other' words,  what

did you do with the list,   the first time that you can recall

3 having prepared one

24 A.    I prepared what essentially was a.  preliminary aft

5 list for my boss,  we ultimately circulated it to all our area

0347

1 offices for review and comment.

And after you prepared the initial list,   have you

3 prepared subsequent lists

4 A.    Yes,   l have.

Q.    And ghat have you done with those lists?

6 A.    Tell,   as I said,   it was a preliminary list,   and it was

7 generally intended to identify the typesof organizations that

8 the Indian groups had'.    it was never intended to be a list of

federally recognized tribes as such.    Ultimately,   it may have

10 evolved into that as a result of the pressures from the

11 Congress to develop the federal acknowledgement project.
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12 0.    Did you assist me in responding to inquiries for

production of documents from the appellan in this case?

14 A.    Yes,   I did.

And those are the lists that rre tallying about,   is

18 that correct?

17 A.    Yes.    The lists that were just styled organizations,

18 Categories.

19 MR.  KEEP.-    Your Honor,   I have no further questions.

p ALJ.    All right.    Mr.     rs

3 you.

22 CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR.   RARS14:

4 Q.    Good afternoon.    Ms.  Simmons,   just for clarification,

the first time that you carried out this assignment of trying

0348

I to prepare a consolidated list,  what year was tat?

A.    It was around 1966

Q.    And you continued to revise or review that up to about
4 when?

A.    There have been ongoing lists over the years.

Generally we would try to update it annually,  or every couple

7 of years.    The initial lists,  as I indicated,  were to set

8 forth a type of organization,,  were they organized under the

9 Indian rg i ati n Act,  did they have  'a constitution,  was it

10 a non-IRA,   Indian'  Organization Act type,   but had some form of

1 approval.    We also included in the initial preliminary lists

12 those groups that we dealt with on the basis of claims

13 purposes.    mere were many groups who for purposes of claims

14 under the Indian Claims Commission Act required attorney

UW
1 contracts to be approved by the bureau .
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16 T the best of your recollection,  when dial the
L,

17 of whether groups were recognized or not recognized begin to

18 get mixed into the process?

19 A.    Well,   after we circulated it,   the preliminary list,   to

0 the area offices,   they were concerned that it might convey an

1 impression other than it was intended for.    So ultimately,  in

22 the late 60's it was recast,   and restricted to those groups

3 who had a formal organization approved by the department.

4 Constitutions In terms of those tribes that had docum

8 under federal statute and 'those that were simply approved
0349

x under the commission regarding,  delegation of authority,   were

2 those tribes that w had some dealings  ,with.

3 Q.    So at that point there was a,  reclassification based on

4 some sense of the need to apply different,  standards to who got.

11ttx 8 on the list and who didn't?

6 A.    I don't know so much that it was to apply different

7 standards.    It was simply for our purposes didn't want it

8 to  - ' -  we wanted it for internal purposes,   to list,  those tribes

9 that we had a formal relationship with

0 Q.    Right.    And if I understoo you correctly,  but please

ii elaborate if you could,   at that stage your basic concern was "

22 whether there was a formal relationship in the form of an

13 approved constitution,   a statute,  or Som of the other things

14 that you referred to.

is A.    Yes

16 0 As opposed to just whether they were out there or not,

17 or whether you knew about them.

18 A.    Yes

19 When you did your initial work in 1966,   what kind of
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0 documentation were you able to compile to bring this all•••••.. 4

1 together?    what records or files did you have access to and

2 use in doing that?

3 A.    As I say,   it was simply a chronological review of the

4 files within the branch.    We,   the bureau,  and the branch

itself gets lots of correspondence from Indian groups,   from

0350

1 citizens inquiring about different Indian groups,   whether or

2 not  , they're Indian,  or whether they were recognized,  different

things.    So it was simply  --  the initial list was a

4 chronological look at the files,  and we just listed everybody

that there was a.  file records  ''section for.

0,    That implies that you didn't contact the

superintendents,   for example,   and see if they agreed with it

8 or not,   specifically.

9 A.    That was the purpose of sending the list out for

10 review and comment to the area offices.:

11 Q.    Did you maintain any kind of regular record of their

12 responses and critique,   i guess is more of the way you would

13 classify it,   to represent the different groups?

14 A.    I'm sure we did,  but over the years our files have

is we've Moved in the time,   and many of our files have

16 disappeared,   so there's not a  'complete record of that.

17 Q.    When it came time to finally mix in the question of

18 recognition,   was there any formality,  any formal procedure or

19 review to deal with the cases that you tools off the list

because you didn't feel there was any evidence of a formal

1 relationship with the group?

2 A.    It was based on the representations of each area

23 office of those,  tribes that they dealt with on the formal,
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24 federal basis. S

0.    So each area office was consulted to confir s its

0,35

1 understanding of which groups were in a formal relationship,

roistered by them at the area Level,   is that correct`'

A.    des,   that wa.s the purpose of submit the list for

4 their:  review.''

Q.    An that would have been 19

A The same year

7 0 .    Late  ,60's

A.    66.    1966,   after T did.the initial draft and submitted

it to my bo it s ultimately circulated to the areas under

10 a letter dated Augu 1966 for their reviews and comment.

11 Q.    And 1'  take it from one of your earlier answers that

1 the records of the reviews  : and comment are no longer in

13 e

1 A.    I've not been able '  to find them.

is Q.    Did you continu to participate in this kind of a  --   I

16 guess I would call it an advisory capacity on this question,

17 into the 70 past the 10's that we'v just been talking

18 out?

19 A.    Yes,  we maintain internally a list of those tribes

0 that we have a formal relationship with.    Periodically it wa

1 updated a new groups were recognized.    Whether it was by act

2 of Congress,  or court order.

Q .    In your experience,   was that pretty much.  routinely

4 what was consulted,   if a question arose at the central level

out whether a particular group was recognized or not

0352

GO
1 A .    I don't i unders your esti.on.
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2 In your experience in that period from 1966 to,

3 the early 701s,   as far as you know,   is this the list that was

4 consulted if a question came up about a particular group's

legal status?

Generally so.    But you have to rememb initially,   and

7 for a n  ,   er of years prior to the federal acknowledgement

8 process,   the list was pretty much categorized as the

organizational status of federally Pree nixed Indian tribes.

10 Q.    so the issue is organizational status.

11 A.    Yes.

12 Q.    And the problem was what kind of a structure are we

13 dealing Frith,   rather than ha.t's the legal status of the

14 entity.

is A.    Yes.    People would be interested in whether or not a

16 particular group had an Indian organization,   constitution,

17 whether it was a non-IRA constitution,  or whether they had

18 none at all.

19 Q.    Just moving ahead for the moment to th+e' early s,

0 say between 70 and 75,   to give it a kind of a bread spread.

21 Do you recall any consultations concerning the tribes In this

2 area,   the Pacific Northwest,   In relation to fishing rights and

3 their status as recognized or nonrecognized tribes?    Were you

4 included In those discussions?

28 A.    No,   I was not.

0353

l Would you have any knowledge of whether' your list

2 became an issue in those discussions,  or was relied upon?

A.    I have no gray of knowing.

4 Q.    Let me just give you a couple of copies of documents

5 we've received in discove so that perhaps you can take us
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6 very,  briefly through a pace or two of them and help sxpl A "
7 them. red them as Rxhibits P-3 and P -4.

8 MR.  BARSIN:    Since we haven't had a chance,   your Honer,

yet to make photocopies,   1 hope it's all right for me to give

10 the witness these originals,  and then we' ll pass them can to

1 the court reporter.    I think,  defendant's counsel,  'who has

2 provided then to use,   is already aware of their contents.

13 All right,   that willbe admitted.

14 MR.  KEEP:    Your Honor,   if may,   1 l d just like to

15 look-    We've given them.  a  ',    le of copies,   and just make sure

16 we know which ones are going to be in fact  _

Marked Exhibit Nos.   P -3  &  P -4m)

is Q.    By Mr.  Sarah)    Would I direct your attention

19 momentarily to the early date of the two,  which 1 believe is

dated 1966.    Is this a copy of your original listing of

21 tribes?

2 A.    No,   it's not.    The original list was elated July 21st,

3 1966.

4 04 Okay.    What's the status of this document?     o you

5 recall where in the sequence of editions or revisions this

0354

1 fell?

2 A.    I would assume that it was another draft.    I can't

3 tell you for sure,  because it's been a long time.    It appears

4 to very much look like a second drat of the preliminary list.

5 Q.    Could 1 direct your attention to page 14 in that

document. is past of a list of what I've seen on my copy

7 of this is entitled Unorganized Tribes.    Deg'  you find the

8 Samish listen among the unorganized tribes under the Portland

area,  on page
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A.    Yes,   I do.    but I would also like note s,s r.

ri

11 page two of the cover memo indicates that these unorganized

12 tribal group d villages may be organized i o specific

13 purpose,   but not including governmental.    Many of the groups

14 that are listed under the Portland area there were recogn

is for claims purposes only.

16 0.    Is that your understanding of why the Samish are

17 there'd

is A.    Yes.

19 when you're referring to page two,   is that the cover

0 letter?

1 A.    Yes.

22 4.    Could you read that section to us,   as it appears on

3 page two That sentence?

4 A.    Yes.    The main tide is categorized Unorganized Tribal

25 Groups and Villages.    Under the Lower 48 it says,   p  .ren,   May

0355

1 be organized for a specific purpose,  but not including

2 graver ental , "

3 Q.    Okay.    Why I was curious was because it doesn't say  --
4 as such it doesn't say only for claims purposes,   it says for

specific purpose,  but not including governmental.    i wonder if

you could make a distinction for us,  there,  between what.  a

specific purpose might be ther than either governmental can

8 the one hand or claims on the Bather.    Receiving federal

9 benefits,   for example?

its A.    No,   it was never intended to be a list of gaups

11 eligible for federal benefits.

12 Q.    Do you recall any documents that confirm that

13 interpretation?
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14 A.    Na,   not offhand. A-rx
u fire+tin your attention to the ether document,   which

16 is rk.ed as Plaintiff's Exhibit 4 It's dated 1969,   and 1

17 taXe it,   and please elaborate if necessary,   that this is one

18 of the later versions,  perhaps even at the  'stage the estion

19 of recognition beg to get mixed into the considerations of

preparing this list.    is that correct?

1 A. m sorry?

2 0.    Does this 1969 document reflect,  what you were
3 referring to earlier as later work that began to take into

4 consideration the question of federal recognition?

A.    The December 55th,   1969 is a revision of the list

0356

1 following comments received from the area.

2 0.    It took three years to deal with problems?

I 3 A.    Sometimes it does

4 Q.    Oka.y.

Art And then you will note that the subject matter was

recast somewhat.

7 Q.    Could you elaborate on that,   how you see it being

8 redefined as a list

9 A.    Well,  basically it indicated the areas were concerned

10 the  'initial list would convey  ;other than what it was intended.

11 So it was recast to strictly reflect only those Indian tribes

12 with who we had some dealings in the form of l`

3 constitutions,   other constitutions,  and those that were

14 unorganized,  but that we had some formal dealings with.    other

i6 than for claims purposes,   so forth

16 Q.    Just to confirm,   to clarify what you said earlier,

G
1 this was based on the area office reports d zit of research

TMG
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18 done in your offices

N
19 A.    This list?

20 Q.    Yea.

1 A.    They ' were primarily Fused can the files of the areas

offices,   the listing of those groups that we thought that we
3 had a formal political relationship with.

4 Q •    I take it that somitime between 1966,  when the Samish

were listed can that earlier version as an unorganized tribe,

0357

1 and 1969 whey,   1 hope without the need to have the witness

read it,   1 easily could see that the Samish de not appear on

3 the list,   the 1969 list,   that some decision was taken

4 somewhere that the S-amisla were net one of the tribes that the

S United States had a,  formal political relationship with.

6 A.    That's correct.    The Portland area office indicated to

7 us their only dealings with the S mish were claims purposes

8 Manly.

9 Q.    Is there any record of the war in which'  that decision
10 was taken`

A.    Not that I've been able to find.    As I said,  our

12 files

Q.    Right.

14 A.    There were,  however  --  for instance,   the Portlan area

is office,  many of our offices would submit to the central office

6 a tribal 'directory,  which would contain a list of officials of
17 specific groups under their jurisdiction.    And it would set

IS forth,   for instance,   what type of organization they had, '

19 whether it was an IRA group,  whether they had a tribal

0 council,   a general council,  when they formed,   how often it

1 might meet,  what they were recognized for,   and whether they
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22 had a reservation,   acreage,   different things like that.

23 was in the early 70 and could be prior to that.    I'm sure'

4 there were,   for the Samish tribe,   there was a directory sheet

28 that indicated they were,recognized for claims purposes only.

0358

Q.    A director sheet?

2 A.    Yes.

3 Q.    Is that one of thedocuments you provided to us?

Ar Not,  that I'm aware of.

Q.    Is that the source of your decision to put them on

6 this list at the place that you did

7 A.    Im sure it had,something to do with it but as I

indicated,   34 years is a long timer and I don't remember all

9 the specifics of what transpired_

10 Q.    okay. !    one last question.    Do you know whether there
M

11 were any forma requests circulated,  whether there were any

12 formal requests circulated to the area offices or to the

13 superintendents for this kind of information,  whether there

14 were questionnaires or circulars that you're aware of in the

is 0 ' s ,   saying who's out there,  who do you deal with,  who's not

A.    Not that I have any recollection of'.    Which isn't to

17 say they didn't exist.

18 Q.    And no 111st of  -®  no formal list that you can recall

19 during the 1960's of criteria  'that we use to classify tribes

0 into these categories of organized,  unorganized,  unorganized

but dealt with for certain specific purposes,   any kind of

2 general kind of criteria or standards that were used by your

21 office at that time?

4 A.    our office,  as I indicated,   is the  ,repository for

25 tribal c nst  .tutions.    The secretary is called upon " to approve
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1 by statute those constitutions adopted under the Indian

Rear ani ati n Act.    We have a collection of those,   w have

3 collection of most constitutions,   whether they vrere approved

4 by the secretary,   by the Commissioner of Indian: Affairs.    We

even have sometimes a collection of constitutions that a tribe

may use that had no formal federal approval whatsoever.
7 Q .    so you worked from tho documents,   too?

a A.    Yes.    But generally,   the criteria that ma have been

used to classify these I would assume were those that are

10 listed in Felix Cohen's Federal.  Law.    Tha was the basis of

11 recognition ov the gears.    Which ultimately evolved into the

12 approval process.

13 Q.    Excu rye,   I thought maybe I misunderstood.    I thought

14 earlier you made these classifications,   you decided which

1 
g 15 tribes fit under which classification.

16 A.    you asked sae two separate questions.    You asked rye

17 what the 1566 list evolved from,   and then you asked me about '

1s criteria for recognition,   I thought.    if that's ,, not  ' what you

19 asked sae then I misunderst

20 Q.    I'm sorry,   criteria for doing the classifications  'that

1 you did both in 6 an 6

22 A.    Oh,   there)  was no criteria other than going through the

3 branch files and listing in a preliminary list all those file

24 sections that were in there for each group.

25 1 see.    Then in 1969,  when it became a recognition

0360

1 question,   I should understand your answer is that you

2 understood your area office used Felix oh n's criteria  'when`

they tall you who to decide t keep on the list?
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4 A.    No,   that'  not exactly' what 1 said.    In 1969 it snl!`'  
4

5 necessarily a question of federal recognition,  per se.     

just felt that we should stick to  *ghat we new,   and throw

7 groups that we dealt with on an organizational basis.    Not

8 techn or necessarily federal recognition,   per se.

Q .    Just one last matter.    Were you still dealing with

0 tribal organization doc ents in 1974?

11 A.    In 19747 I believe I was in the Bran of Tribal

2 Relations at  'that time,   an we continued to review tribal

13 constitutions.

14 Q.    Please forgive me if this is calling too much on

15 powe of recollection,   at this distance of time,  but do you ;

16 recall the Samish Indian tribe's proposed constitution,  com'

17 through your office in 1974?

18 A.    Not offhand,   l have no recollection of that.    But that

Gmjs 29 isn't to say that it didn't,  and imay not have been working

0 in that particular area.

1 Q.    Okay.    The reason for asking the question is bec
2 in the record of this case,   in the administrative record

3 already forme there was some correspondence about t

4 submission to the office,   to the Pwanch of Tribal Relations,

25 of a proposed constitution with a letter of endorsement from

0361

1 the superintendent and from the area director.    s one of the

2 things that we have been unable to understand is what happened

3 when it got to your office in 1974.    But yo have no specific

4 recollection of that,  you may not be able to help us.

5 A.    No,   that's not a case 1 worked on.

B H:    Okay,   thank you.

7 Anything else,  Mr.  Keep?
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8 yes,   your Honor,   1 think I just have
a.5,

9 brief question.    If 1 can se Exhibit 4,   it as.

REDIRECT NTO

BY MR.  KEEP;

2 Q .    Ms.  Simmons,   I'd like t direct your attention to page

1.3 14 of Plaintiff's Exhibit No.   3,  entitled at the top

4 Unorganized  'Tribes,   Portland Area.    could you kook down that

list of tribal nameses der the Por area,    This is the

16 list that you  'were looking at,   1 think before,  , that showed

the ish?

8 A.    Yes,

19 Q.    Are you familiar with all or most of thenam on

0 there,   of the grows`

1 A.    Yes.

2 0.    Are you familiar with whether o not there are other

z 3 groups on that list that may have been on here only for

4 claims purposes?

25 A.    Yes

0362

1 Q.    Can you identify some of the ores that you believe

2 were on there or may have been on there by virtue of the fact

3 that you had to approve,  you said,   attorney claims contracts

4 or  ,similar documents?

A.    There are a number of groups listed here that were

recognized for claims puxposes only.    For purposes of

approving their attorney contracts,   such as Chinook.,  Cowlitz

8 Duwamish,   Kikiallus,  Samish,  San Juan,  others.    As I said,

9 this was  ,simply a preliminary list that was circulated to the

10 field for their review and comment.    It not intended as a

1 list of federally recognized tribes.    I myself do not have the
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12 authority to issue such a list,   such a  'list would to

13 approved by the secretary or designated representative.
14 MR.   KEEP-    Thank you.    I have no further questions,

is your Honor,

16 MR.  B Your Honor,  very briefly,   if I might.
l Go ahead.

18 RECROSS-FOXAMINATION

19 B

Q.    Just building on what Mr.  Keep has please,   hang

ont. o that.    same page,  page 14 of that 1966 document.    Since

2 fir.  Keep asked about other groups there that you might have
23 recognized as having been involved at least for claims

4 purposes,   its perhaps nothing else,  do you you recognize any

5 groups in that Portland area list on page 14 which,  are now

0363

U I recognized as Indian tribes in agovernment-to-government

2 relationship to the United States'

3 A.    I believe the Jamestown band is one of the groups that

4 was acknowledged by BAR.    I believe Stillaguamish was

ultimately recognized 'by the department several years agar.

There:  may be others.

Q.    How about the ksacks?

8 A.    The Nooks  .cks are now federally recognized,   I believe.

Q.    Since 1971?

10 A.    1971?

11 Q.    How about the Lower Elwha?    Act of Congress,   1936.

2 A.    l believe that is a federally recognized tribe now,
13 yes.

14 Q.    So I  ,see a couple of tribes on here that  _m at least
15 several that are now federally recognized,   and one thing that

ON
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16 puzzles me in your description of this is that the Lower y

Elwh  ,  at least,   had a reservation established by an act of
1s Congress about 36 years before you prepared this list.    Yet

9 they"rt here as unorganized,     d by your description,

20 essentially on this list only because they had a claim against
21 the United States.

22 Could you clarify for us,does this have,   first of

3 all,  any implication in terms of the judgment of your office
4 at that time as to the eligibility of any of these groups to
6 have a federally recognized relationship with the United

0364

1 States?

2 A.    1 don't belie that's exactly what I said with  .regard
3 to the Lower Elwhas.    I don't believe l listed them as a'group
4 that was recognized for claims purposes only.

G5 Q.    Excuse me but you said that all of these un

6 tribes we on this list for claims purposes only.    That was

7 your interpretation of the statistical table on page two of

8 your letter.    When 1 asked you what it meant to be an

unorganized tribal group,  you said it was a group that was
10 organized for claims purposes only,  and  --

11 A.    1 don't believe that's what 1 said,'   1 said some of

12 them may have been recognized for claims purposes only.

13 MR.  BMSH I think m going to  --  your Honor,  may 1

14 ask the reporter to go back and read the witness's answer?

8 THE WITNESS:    That's w'   t 1 said,   that  -

l We can talk about it if

17 ALJ:    Wait just a second,,   let her she may respond,

is that will clear it up

9 MR.  BARSK:    Very g d .
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20 o ahead,  what were y going to say?

TH WITNESS:    As 1 recall,  'ghat I said was that the

22 groups that were listed on there were not all categorized as
23 those that have a constitution.°which the federal government

24 had approved.    The list did include  --  the preli list

25 did include groups that were not organized under a
0365

constitution.    1 read to you,  Mr.  Barsh,   the title on page
2 two,   which indicated that some of those groups listed in that

category may he organizedzed for a specific purpose,  but not

4 including governme

5 MR.  BARSH:    O

J:    is that satisfactory or do you

7 MR.  B B bet m ''  build on that I 'll take that and

8 just

All right,   1 take it back.    1 forgot we do have

10 a certified reporter,   she could have read it back.    i was

11 immediately reacting planning on a reporting machine,   and this

12 never works.

13 MR.  B SB We're doing just fine.

14 J:    Okay,   all right.

15 By Mr.  Barsh Building on ghat you just said,   when,

16 it seems to me it would follow that some of these groups that

1 are listed as unorganized tribes might be,  here for other

18 reasons besides east being claims groups

19 A.    Yes,   that's possible,

20 Q.    Okay.    What's yo basis for recalling that the Samish

21 axe heave for claims reasons"

22 A.    The basis for t is information prov our

sr,    
23 Portland area office,   including the tribal directory for each
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4 group under their jurisdiction,  which included those that they
6 may have  --  the reservation groups that were recognized versus

0366

1 the nonreservation,  groups that were recognized for a specific

purpo i.e.,  generally fo claims purposes only.

3 0.    Just to be precise, ,   forgive me for this,   you had

4 mentioned before circulating versions of this last for

6 comments from the area offices,  but I understan you to say

6 now that this lis we're looking at,   the 1966 list,   puts the

7 Samish down here because of claims,  because the area office

told you that they were recognized only for , claims purposes.
9 A.    The area office told us that ultimately aft+  r we

10 circulated the list.    You will recall that I said this list

11 evolved from a peruse of our entire files in the branch,

12 which could have included apples,   oranges and peaches, s,   i. e. ,

ti 13 those that had some formal recognition in the form of a

14 constitution,   and those that did not.

15 Q.    go I take'  it that at the time you put the S  "  ish on

this list,  you didn know whether it was for claims purposes

17 or nest,   it was just because they were in the central files as

8 one of the groups that you ha correspondence with.

A .    Whey were in the central files that we had

0 correspondence with,   l don't recall whether I may have known

1 at the time that they were recognized for claims purposes

only.

3 Q.    So you wouldn't have known at that time what the

4 extent of the United States relationship with them was,   other

than that they didn have a recognized organization?

0367

fr 1 A.    Probably not.
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2 Great,   thank you.

3 ALA'-    Okay anything else,

M.  KEEP:    Nothing~  further,   your Honor.

right,   the witness may come down.    Now,  you

were going to quit after this witness today?
7 MR.  KEEP:    des,  your Honor,  we'd like tea,   it's no

course,   l had been thinking a little bit mo

out your rebuttal.    The only thing he can rebut after

10 tomorrow is what she presented,  and 1 would ask him to coo

11 that,  but he at do his rebuttal for what you present next
12 week.

13 MR.  REEP:    No,  your Honor,   I didn't mean to sugge
4 that. , would lik to  .fi out if the witnesses who have

15 testified,   if coun anticipates asking to try and recall

16 them.    1 don't anticipate recalling Dr. '  Paredes or

17 Ms .  Simmons.    1 wit to find out if they're ' now clear to go,

18 or if by virtue of his wanting to put on a rebuttal  _-  he can

19 put his rebuttal of

20 J }    Just those witnesses.

21 MR.  KEEP:    gust those witnesses;   that all l was

22 thinking of.

2 Let's do it tomorrow if you have any rebuttal to

24 those witnesses,  because l'can't expect you to put rebuttal on

28 for people you've got net week.    But if a Put that on this

0368

1 week,   that would allow those witnesses to go.

2 MR.  B Your Honor,  with respect to Dr.   Paredes,   1

3 would think that we would probably not be using our earlier

4 witnesses in rebuttal.    My intention in reserving Dr.    uttles

r Dr.  Sturtevant as  'possible ` rebuttal witnesses was more t
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address the specifics of the Samish ease which will

7 presented by Dr.  Roth , and by Dr.  .  a da  , at a later date,   so

0 that will e later.    And the only other concern I would raise

9 is that the last witness has possibly raised some other

i0 questions about the state of the documentary record and the

info'   ation that has been shared to this point between the
12 parties,' and I would geed perhaps a day to decide whether or
13 not we might want to talk about some need for further

14 documents.    But Vm not sure re talking about another

witness,  a live witness at this point that we can think of.

i gray,  you can get into that later,   then.    All

17 right.

is MR.  BAPH :    Very good.

19 Okay.    We'll start tomorrow at 9:30.

0 Recess.)

C1141111 ,

4

0369

f
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